Privacy Fence
Installation Instructions

It is the responsibility of the installer to meet or exceed all code and safety requirements, and to obtain all
required building permits. These instructions are only a guide and may not address every
circumstance. The deck and railing installer should determine and implement appropriate installation
techniques for each situation.
FAIRWAY Architectural Railing Solutions shall not be held liable for improper or unsafe installations.
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Privacy Fence w/Lattice Fence

Privacy Fence
1¾" x 5½" x 76" Pocket Rail

1¾" x 2¼" x 76" Ripped Rail
H-Channel Aluminum Insert – Top Rail Only

1/4" x 16” x 72.375" Lattice Panel
7/8" x 6" x 64" T&G Panels

1¾" x 2" x 1/4" Double Pocket Rail
7/8" x 6" x 48" T&G Panels

1¾" x 5½" x 76" Pocket Rail

Step 1

1¾" x 5½" x 76" Pocket Rail

Step 2

77.375" O.C.
1965.3 mm

5" Fence Post Used

77.375" O.C.
1965.3mm

72.375"

1838.3mm

Dig post hole 10" diameter at 36" deep.

Step 3
6" Privacy Shown

1"

25.4mm

6" Privacy with Lattice Shown

Fill hole with 3" of crushed stone and allow a 1" gap
between grade and bottom of pocket rail.
Plumb post and fill with concrete mix 2" below grade.
Then proceed to backfill with dirt.
With post secured, slide bottom pocket rail into post
(4") or far enough to insert opposite end of rail into post.

With bottom pocket rail in place insert the 6" T&G fence
panels securely into bottom pocket rail slot.

Step 5

77.375" O.C.

1965.3mm

1965.3mm

72"

1828.8 mm

72"

77.375" O.C.

Lattice channels should be seated
securely into top slot of the 5-1/2"double
pocket rail and lattice into 2 1/4" top rail

With panels securely in place insert top rail
on to panels. Slide rail forward and insert
into post far enough to align opposite end
of rail. Insert into post until it locks into
place. Install post caps.

1828.8 mm

Step 4 - Lattice Fence Only

With panels securely in place insert double
pocket mid-rail on to panels. Slide rail
forward and insert into post far enough to
align opposite end of rail. Insert into post
until it locks into place. Install top rail as
done previously with mid-rail. Install post
caps.
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Fence Gate
Installation Guide
It is the responsibility of the installer to meet or exceed all code and safety requirements, and to obtain all
required building permits. These instructions are only a guide and may not address every circumstance.
The installer should determine and implement appropriate installation techniques for each situation.
The manufacturer shall not be held liable for improper or unsafe installations.

909924

Rail to Rail = 71" (1803.4 mm)

71"

Rail to Rail = 71" (1803.4 mm)

PRIVACY FENCE GATES

43.25"

71"

43.25"

1098.6mm

1098.6mm

OUTSIDE DIMENSIONS

Make certain posts are structural to maintain weight of gate.

Gap 1½" greater
than gate width

Keep fence and gate rails level

Install hinge where
horizontal rail connects
to vertical rail on gate.
Do not install hinges
over rivets on gate.

Check local building codes for latch placement
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Maintain 3/4" gap
between gate and post
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